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My job that sent me down this path

Working for IBM Competitive SWAT team from 2004-2009



So what about the presentation?

What this presentation is about…



Firstly, lets look at the Out of the Box apps in O365



And then there are….



The Microsoft Power Platform



I went to find out more about the PowerApps platform

PowerApps in a day…

https://www.microsoftevents.com/profile/web/index.cfm?PKwebID=0x1024196abcd
http://aka.ms/appinaday
https://github.com/Power-Automate-in-a-day/Training-by-the-community


What was Domino?

What was Domino when it first came out?



Acronyms in the MS world



Microsoft Dataverse adds data storage and modeling capabilities to 
PowerApps that is scalable and easy to provision.





Tables in MS Dataverse define the data. Tables can be connected together with relationships that model 
real world interactions between the Tables. Each Table contains multiple rows, each having data columns. 
For example, a “Project” table may have columns such as Name, Due Date, Status, etc. and it may be 
related to a “Project Owner” table which might have columns such as Name, Email, etc. 
MS Dataverse abstracts a lot of the typical low-level database management work to make it easier for you 
to configure a custom data model that fits your application. 
In addition to allowing for the creation of custom tables, MS Dataverse contains a Common Data Model 
(CDM) currently consisting of 100+ standard table definitions. 





A Table has a list of Columns. In the example below, the “User” table has columns such as User Name, 

Address, etc. Each column has a data type, such as Text, Number, etc. The data type is chosen when 

you create a column and is not changeable. The data type also defines many of the characteristics and 

behaviors of the column when your application runs. 

For example, a Choice (Option Set) allows you to have a pre-defined list of values for use in your 

application. When this column is used on a form in a model-driven application the visual presentation is 

a drop-down control. The column helps to ensure data consistency and allows for built-in support for 

multi-language applications. (Like a multi-value field in Domino)





Building a Business rule is like building a flowchart where you can define 
conditions and actions. Relates to computed fields in Domino





Views will let you define how a list of records are shown in the app. You can create multiple custom 
views, each having their own filtering and sorting criteria. For example, you could create a view to 
see only the records created in the last week and another one to see records that haven’t been 
updated in a year. Create views to make the application users more productive in filtering their 
data. 
Just like Domino….





Forms provide the user interface that people use to interact with the data 
they need to do their work. It's important that the forms people use are 
designed to allow them to find or enter the information they need 
efficiently. You can create different types of forms like Quick Create, 
Quick View, Card, and a Main form. For some of these forms you can 
have more than one version, to accommodate for different user roles 
within your organization. 
Forms are used as the GUI to get the data into the tables
Forms are the front end and tables are the backend





You can view and search the data in a table. This gives you a quick way to see 
some of the data for the table without having to jump into a specific Canvas or 
Model-driven app. 



With Domino we have an NSF (which is noSQL DB) which contains documents organized 

by a pseudo-schema contained in a template (if we’re lucky)

We add data to the NSF through Forms and display it through Views

We can define workflows and move data around the app

We can define relationships between data

In the O365 Power platform, we have Tables that define the data objects in a no-SQL way. 

We can create other Tables, essentially defining new data structures

We load data into the Tables through Forms and display it through Views

We can define workflows and move data around the app

We can define relationships between data

I see some remarkable similarities between Domino and PowerApps…..

So….



The difference between app types in PowerApps

Two types of apps



Competitive view

So, what does all this mean in the competitive landscape?



• Small customers with large data sets that need to be analyzed locally

• App and data should as co-located as close as possible 



• Domino is on-premise (Cloud is not always good)

• Notes Designer client is an on-premise “hard” client 
(MS Web/cloud clients can be a pain sometimes)

• Microsoft’s revenue comes from data IN THE CLOUD



Some more about PowerApps

Just to add

https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/


Power apps pricing



Цены на Power Apps



Quick price comparison





So, you’re moving to O365…..
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